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The spectra of the N2−CO van der Waals complex have been measured in the past in the infrared, 
microwave and millimeter-wave regions (see [1] and references there). It was shown that the 
energy levels of N2−CO could be labeled by jN2 and jCO, referring to the free rotation of the N2 and CO 
subunits, and they were divided into two distinct groups, corresponding to complexes involving 
ortho-N2 or para-N2 spin modifications. For ortho-N2−CO, both expected K = 1 − 0 and K = 0 − 0 
(K is the projection of the total angular momentum J on the intermolecular axis) subbands 
connecting the ground (jN2, jCO) = (0, 0) and the first excited (0, 1) free rotor states were observed 
and assigned [2, 3]. The para-N2−CO modification displays a more complicated spectral pattern, and 
only two (of many possible) K = 1 − 0 and K = 1 − 1 subbands of rotational transitions from the 
lowest (jN2, jCO) = (1, 0) to the next excited (1, 1) state were detected [1]. For the latter state, 
representing simultaneous free rotation of both monomers, three K = 0, one more K = 1 and one 
K = 2 internal rotor states were expected to exist. In the present work three further K = 0 − 0, K = 0 
− 1 and K = 2 − 1 subbands between the (jN2, jCO) = (1, 1) and (1, 0) states were measured and 
assigned. The assignments relied on the recently obtained new infrared data [4]. The origin energies 
and rotational constants of the newly detected K = 0 and 2 internal rotor states of para-N2−CO were 
determined. The hyperfine quadrupole structure due to the presence of two equivalent 14N nuclei 
was partly resolved for the most observed lines providing structural information about angular 
location of the N2 within the complex. 
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